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Abstract: The initial stages of AM60-AlN nanocomposite and AM60 corrosion behaviors were
compared over 30 days of exposure to solution (NaCl, Na2SO4 and NaHCO3), simulating the marine-
coastal environment (SME). The incorporation of AlN nanoparticles (1.0 wt.%) in the AM60 alloy
matrix favored the lower roughness of the AM60-AlN, associated with the grain refinement in the
matrix. During the immersion of the alloys, pH of the SME solution shifted to alkaline values >9,
and therefore, the solubility of AlN aluminum hydroxide phases were raised, followed by a slightly
higher release of Mg-ions and corrosion rate increase. The chloride ions attributed to the unstability
of the Al-Mn phase and Al(OH)3 corrosion product was formed in a low content. The composite
AM60-AlN presented lower value of the electrochemical noise resistance (Rn), suggesting that the
corrosion process occurs with less difficulty. The localized corrosion near the Al-Mn cathodes seems
to be stronger on the composite surface, in area and depth of penetration. The corrosion current
fluctuations suggested that the corrosion is a weakly persistent process, dominated by the fractional
Gaussian noise (fGn).

Keywords: magnesium-aluminum alloy; aluminum nitride; nanocomposite; simulated marine
environment; corrosion tests; XPS

1. Introduction

Magnesium (Mg) and its alloys are alternative materials for aerospace and automotive
industries, because of the Mg low density, which benefits the reduction in weight [1], as
well as other excellent physical properties such as electromagnetic shielding and thermal
conductivity [2,3]. The light materials allow to establish a more sustainable consumption of
fuels by transport vehicles and a reduction of CO2 and SO2 emission, which will lower the
atmospheric pollution [4]. Considering the environmental impact, lightweight automotive
parts from magnesium alloys are designed more often [5]. For example, the production of
100 kg of gas emission could be avoided by substituting every 10 kg of steel by 4 kg of Mg [6].
In addition, only 4% of energy is required to produce Mg-alloys, using recycled Mg, due to
its relatively low value of melting point and specific head, compared to other metals [4].
Therefore, the application of magnesium alloys has increased due to the prosperity they
offer, to care for the environmental pollution [7–9].

However, Mg is susceptible to degradation (electrochemical corrosion) and on its
surface, the main corrosion product is Mg(OH)2, assisted by the simultaneous evolution of
hydrogen gas (Mg + 2H2O → Mg(OH)2+H2 ↑ ) [10,11]. The degradation process is accel-
erated by the presence of Cl− ions, characteristics of the marine-coastal environment [12],
because the poorly soluble corrosion product of Mg(OH)2 is partially transformed to highly
soluble MgCl2 (56.0 g mL−1) [13].

With the addition of Al and Mn to the magnesium matrix, the AM series of alloys
present an improved resistance to corrosion degradation, as a result of the Al2O3 oxide
passive film on the magnesium surface, and better strength, because of the addition of
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Mn [14,15]. Likewise, the Mn helps for a lower corrosion rate, eliminating heavy metal
particles (as Fe and others), preventing the arrangement of anodic sites of damaging [16].
The secondary phase of β−Mg17Al12 and that of Al-Mn intermetallic particles are the
most common in the AM matrix.

After the exposure to a marine atmosphere up to 12 months, AM50 has presented
localized surface attacks [17]. The Cl−, SO2−

4 and HCO−3 ions, characteristic of the marine
environments, may influence the degradation rate of Mg alloys. Exposed to a NaCl-
containing atmosphere (in the absence of CO2), the surfaces of AM20 and AM60 alloys
presented strong pitting attacks on their surfaces. However, in the presence of CO2, the
uniform and compact layer of Mg-hydroxy carbonate corrosion product blocked the anodic
sites [18], in addition to the main Mg(OH)2 [18]. As the carbonates are not conductive
(electron transport), they cannot act as sites for the cathodic H2 evolution, and the corrosion
rate was reduced. Performed laboratory tests have demonstrated the effect of the air relative
humidity, temperature and NaCl concentration on the AM50 corrosion rate [19]. Analytical
electron microscopy study revealed the role of aluminum distribution on the corroded
AM50 surface. At the interface, at specific locations, Al-rich layer of metallic character was
identified, while thicker and porous layer of amorphous MgO/Mg(OH)2, and thin film
of Al2O3 were formed on the primary α-Mg grains [20]. The effect of several ions (Ca2+,
K+, SO4

2− and Mg2+), present in artificial seawater, has been studied on the Mg corrosion
behavior [21]. The results suggested that the incorporation of CaCl2 (0.05 M) may favor
the deposition of CaCO3 on the Mg surface, acting as a physical barrier, diminishing the
ccorrosion rate. It is considered that the SO2−

4 ions may absorb on an Mg surface and thus,
inhibit the corrosion process against the aggressive Cl− ions.

To improve the Mg-Al alloy deficiencies, particles with a low cost and density (SiC,
Al2O3, TiC, TiB2, TiO2, ZrO2, SiO2, AlN, among others) have been introduced as reinforce-
ment in the metal Mg-matrix [22]. In this way, Mg-Al composites (Mg-MMCs) and metal
matrix nanocomposites (MMNCs) properties were improved: wear resistance, coefficient
of thermal expansion, creep resistance, ductility, Young’s modulus, tensile strength, good
process ability, economic efficiency and corrosion resistance [23–26]. This gain in properties
is related to the reduced grain size of Mg-alloys and formed surface layers of lower porosity,
introducing reinforcing particles [26]. In this aspect, the AZ and AM series of alloys are
considered as structural materials used by the automotive industry [27]. Various techniques
have been practiced for the manufacture of MMCs [28–32].

The aluminum nitride (AlN) has been introduced as reinforcement because of the
similarity of AlN lattice parameters with those of Mg, diminishing the strain generated by
the growth of magnesium structure [33]. The diversity in mechanical properties of AlN
particles and Mg alloys and the combination of alloying elements can lead to development
of interesting compounds for structural and electronic applications [34]. The incorporation
of AlN as reinforcement has been studied [34–40], observing a refinement in grain size,
higher thermal expansion coefficient and conductivity, improving in hardness, ductility,
and electrical conductivity. Considering the high electrical resistivity

(
1 × 1012 Ω cm

)
,

the greater (≈10 times) thermal conductivity of AlN than those of alumina [34], a coefficient
of thermal expansion similar to that of silicon [41], the AlN reinforcement particles would
have a “low galvanic effect” and the corrosion activity of Mg-matrix may decrease. In
this aspect, the AlN particles are considered as an excellent choice for grain refinement
of magnesium alloys [42,43]. AM60 nanocomposite (MMNc) has been produced by an
ultrasound-assisted casting process, and 1 wt.% of AlN particles (≈80 nm of grain average
size) has been included into the Mg-matrix [33].

Considering the effect of aggressivity of urban industrial atmospheres on the corrosion
of metals, in our previous study [44], the AM60-AlN nanocomposite and AM60 alloy elec-
trochemical activities have been characterized after exposure to an acid rain environment
(SAR solution) for up to 30 days, which simulated the formation of aqueous layer at the
metal surface at 100% air humidity. A denser and more efficient protective corrosion layer
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has grown on the composite alloy surface, ascribed to the AlN nanoparticles, which favored
the slight grain size refinement of the nanocomposite.

Another very aggressive atmosphere is the marine-coastal, because of the presence of
Cl-ions. In Mexico, there are around 11,000 km coastal zones, where the metal structure of
the transport vehicles suffer accelerated corrosion process, the main cause for short service
life. The purpose of the present research is to compare the AM60-AlN nanocomposite and
AM60 alloy corrosion activities, during the exposure up to 30 days in a marine-coastal
environment (SME solution), which simulated the formation of an aqueous layer at the
metal surface at 100% air humidity. To characterize the process, the change in time of the
SME pH and concentration of released Mg2+ ions was monitored, in order to correlate with
the mass loss and free corrosion potential (OCP) values. The corrosion current fluctuations
were analyzed in the time–frequency domain, examined as electrochemical noise, to identify
the dynamics of the corrosion process.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials and SME Model Solution

According to the producer (Magontec, Bottrop, Germany), the nominal composition
(wt.%) of the extruded AM60 alloy wires is: 6.0 Al, 0.2–0.4 Mn and the balance Mg. The
aluminum nitride (AlN) nanoparticles (1.0 wt.%, average diameter of ≈80 nm) have been
added under stirring (Tomsk State University, Russia) to the AM60 alloy. The characteriza-
tion of the AlN nanoparticles has been reported [33,44,45]. The surface of the tested samples
(10 mm of diameter and thickness of 2 mm) was polished (with SiC paper to 2000 grit), then
sonicated in ethanol and dried at room temperature. Some of the samples were used for the
immersion tests and others were adapted as electrodes for the electrochemical experiments.

The real-field atmospheric testing may take several years, and the variety of different
and specific environmental parameters makes it difficult to compare data. An alternative
approach is to use accelerated tests that produce data in a shorter time, or model solutions,
simulating the metal interface covered by a thin layer of 100% humidity [44,46]. The model
solutions allow one to obtain comparative results and to control the parameters during
electrochemical tests.

To simulate the marine-coastal environment, a solution named as SME was pre-
pared with analytical grade reagents, dissolved in ultrapure deionized water (18.2 MΩ):
5.84 g L−1 NaCl, 4.09 g L−1 Na2SO4 and 0.20 g L−1 NaHCO3. The as-formed pH solution
was 7.94.

2.2. Immersion Test and Analysis of Surface

The samples of AM60 and AM60-AlN were immersed for 1, 7, 10, 15 and 30 days in
20 mL of SME (in triplicate), in independent containers, according to ASTM G31-12a [47].
At the end of the immersion periods, the samples were withdrawn, washed and dried at
room temperature. The stored waste solutions were monitored for the change in time of
pH and Mg-released ion release (HI83200, Hanna Instruments, Woonsocket, RI, USA). In
order to evaluate the mass loss, the layer of corrosion products was chemically removed,
according to ASTM G1-03 [48], using the solution of 200 g L−1 of CrO3, 10 g L−1 of AgNO3
and 20 g L−1 of Ba(NO3)2. To calculate the mass loss, the initial (w0) and final mass (w1)
of the samples were measured by an analytical balance (VE-204, Velab, CDMX, México),
and the annual corrosion rate (CR) was calculated (Equation (1)) as indicated by ASTM
G1-03 [48]:

CR =(K × W) × (A × T × D)−1 (1)

where K is a constant
(

8.76 × 104
)

, W is the mass loss (g), A is the surface area
(
cm2), T is

the time of exposure (h), and D is the metal density
(
g cm−3).

The roughness of the studied samples was obtained using a 3D optical profilometer
(ContourGT-X, Bruker Nano Surfaces, San Jose, CA, USA). The change in the surface
morphology and composition of the corrosion layers, also evaluated from the metal cross-
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sections as well, were acquired by scanning electron microscope and energy dispersive
spectroscopy (SEM-EDS, XL-30 ESEM-JEOL JSM-7600, JEOL Ltd., Tokyo, Japan). XPS
spectroscopy (K-Alpha Surface Analyzer, Thermo-Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) was used
to provide additional information, normalizing the binding energies of all XPS spectra to
the C1s peak at 284.8 eV.

2.3. Electrochemical Methods

The registration of the change in time of free corrosion potential (OCP) values and
corrosion current fluctuations (at OCP) was carried out during the immersion of the
working electrodes (0.78 cm2) of the studied alloys in SME solution. The saturated calomel
reference electrode (SCE, CH Instruments Inc., Austin, TX, USA) and the working electrodes
were connected to the potentiostat/galvanostat/ZRA (Gamry Instruments, Philadelphia,
PA, USA).

The observed spontaneous corrosion current fluctuations, characteristics of the corro-
sion phenomena, were recorded over 3 h, using two nominally identical working electrodes(
0.78 cm2) and the saturated reference calomel electrode, connected to a zero-resistance

ammeter (ZRA) [49]. The sampling interval was 0.1 s. According to the amplitude of the
fluctuations, these were onsidered as electrochemical noise (EN), as described in ASTM
G199-09 [49]. The time data were normalized by substrating the mean value and dividing
by the standard deviation, and the DC trend has been removed from the current fluctua-
tions, using a third-order detrending method. In order to examine their power spectral
density (PSD), the data were analyzed by software (Gamry Instruments, Electrochemical
Signal Analyzer ® V.7.0.1, Philadelphia, PA, USA). The values of the β-slope, as an exponent
of the PSD slopes, were used to characterize the dynamics of the corrosion process [50,51].
All experiments were carried out at room temperature of 21 ◦C.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Microstructure of AM60-AlN and AM60

In our previous work [44], optical images of AM60-AlN and AM60 (longitudinal
section, extrusion direction and cross-section) were reported. The introduction of the AlN
nanoparticles resulted in a grain size reduction of 12% and in a slight 7% increase of the
Vickers hardness of AM60 alloy. The XRD patterns of AM60-AlN nanocomposite and
AM60 alloy revealed the characteristic peaks of the Mg-matrix, and at low intensity, the
peaks of Al-Mn intermetallic particles and secondary phase of β-Mg17Al12. The aluminum
nitride peaks were not detected, because of the non-uniform surface distribution of AlN
nanoparticles. SEM images of AM60-AlN nanocomposite and AM60 surfaces of reference
sample are shown in Figure 1. EDS elemental analysis has suggested that on the α-Mg-
matrix (zone 1), clusters of intermetallic Mn-rich particles of AlMn appear (zone 2) and the
presence of C and O elements was attributed to nucleated particles of Al-C-O (Al2CO) [52].
The nanoparticles of AlN (zone 3, Figure 1a) seem to be “attached” to AlMn particles,
forming a cluster. The β-Mg17Al12 secondary phase (zone 4) is present in both alloys.
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Figure 2 compares the average roughness (Ra) of AM60-AlN nanocomposite and
AM60 alloy surfaces. The values suggest that the nanocomposite presents ≈15% decrease
in the roughness, compared to that of AM60, attributed to the incorporation of the AlN
nanoparticles that allowed the diminishing in grain size.
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3.2. Solution Monitoring and Mass Loss

After the first 24 h, the pH of SME solution tends to more alkaline value (pH = 8.35–8.36),
gradually rising at 15 days and reaching pH = 9.15 during the exposure of AM60-AlN
and pH = 9.36 for AM60 alloy (Figure 3a). However, after 30 days of immersion, and
the end of the experiments, pH for the AM60 alloy represented a decrease of approxi-
mately 3%, compared to that of AM60-AlN nanocomposite. According to study [41], when
there was an over pH range of 5.5–12, the AlN may corrode and its corrosion products
(Equations (2)–(4)) act as a protective physical barrier, decreasing the AlN corrosion rate.
However, the solubility of the corrosion aluminum hydroxide phases increases at pH > 9.5,
and the corrosion of AlN may rise. Due to the porosity of the Al-hydroxide layer, high
in a specific surface area, water, anions (such as Cl− ions) and hydrated cations may be
absorbed reversible.

AlN + H2O → AlOOH(amorph)+NH3 (2)

NH3 +H2O ↔ NH+
4 +OH− (3)

AlOOH(amorph)+H2O→ Al(OH)3 (4)
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Figure 3. Changes in time of pH (a) and concentration of released Mg2+ ions (b) after exposure of
nanocomposite AM60-AlN and AM60 alloy samples to SME solution for up to 30 days.

The change in time of pH is associated with the progress of Mg-matrix anodic dissolu-
tion (corrosion), accompanied by the H2 gas evolution (the main cathodic reaction), when
the insoluble corrosion product of Mg(OH)2 is formed on the surface [10,53]:

Mg + 2H2O → Mg(OH)2 +H2 ↑ (5)
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However, the SME solution contains chloride ions (NaCl), which may penetrate the pores
of the Mg(OH)2 insoluble corrosion layer (0.69 mg L−1), transforming into soluble MgCl2
(56.0 mg L−1 [13]), and the release of OH− and Mg2+ ions occurs (Equations (6) and (7)):

Mg(OH)2+2Cl− → MgCl2 +2OH− (6)

MgCl2 → Mg2++2Cl− (7)

Figure 3b shows that the concentration of the realized Mg2+ ions increases and after
10 days, the value reaches 86.7 mg L−1 for AM60-AlN nanocomposite and 145.0 mg L−1

for AM60 alloy, subsequently. However, up to 30 days of immersion, the samples of
AM60-AlN and AM60 maintained an increase in the concentration of Mg2+, due to the
continued influence of the Cl− ions. The composite revealed a higher concentration of
Mg2+ as a result of the more alkaline value of pH of SEM solution (Figure 3a), which
promoted the solubility of the aluminum hydroxide phases of AlN (Equation (4)). In this
way, the efficiency of the protective AlN nanoparticles barrier diminishes, followed by
higher corrosion rate of the composite [41]. This fact was confirmed by the rise in the mass
loss values of A60-AlN, compared to those of the AM60 alloy (Figure 4).
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after exposure to SME solution up to 30 days.

During the immersion time up to 7 days (Figure 4a), the mass loss of AM60 and AM60-
AlN samples (as a measure of the corrosion rate) increased and remained relatively constant(
≈ 6–7 mg cm−2). This evidence was attributed to an accumulated corrosion layer on their

surfaces, preventing the corrosion advance. However, later, the mass loss reached higher
values, being greater for the nanocomposite

(
13.78 ± 0.45 mg cm−2

)
, when the soluble

corrosion layer of Mg(OH)2 was transformed to soluble MgCl2 (Equations (6) and (7)),
influenced by the penetration of chloride ions through the layer pores.

3.3. Electrochemical Measurement

During the immersion of AM60-AlN nanocomposite and AM60 alloy in SME solution
up to 30 days, the free corrosion potential (OCP, open circuit potential) shifted to less
negative values in ≈90–100 mV (Table 1). This fact was associated with the change in time
of the layer composition and its protective efficiency, influenced by the chloride ions [54].
It seems that although the partial dissolution of the soluble corrosion product of MgCl2
occurs, the layers were maintained on the surface. It may be noted that the OCP value of
the composite is in ≈10 mV less positive, ascribed to more tendency for corrosion.

Table 1. Free corrosion potential (OCP) values during the exposure of AM60-AlN and AM60 up to
30 days to a simulated marine environment (SME).

OCP (V vs. SCE)

Days Initial 1 7 10 15 30

AM60-AlN −1.61 ± 0.05 −1.58 ± 0.02 −1.53 ± 0.01 −1.54 ± 0.01 −1.53 ± 0.02 −1.51 ± 0.01
AM60 −1.61 ± 0.07 −1.58 ± 0.02 −1.54 ± 0.01 −1.53 ± 0.01 −1.52 ± 0.02 −1.52 ± 0.01
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Figure 5 presents the fluctuations in the free corrosion current density (at OCP) at
30 days of immersion in SME model solution of the nanocomposite AM60-AlN (Figure 5a)
and AM60 alloy (Figure 5b). The corrosion current signals at the metal surface, being in
contact with the solution, were considered as an electrochemical noise (EN), because they
are typically of low-level amplitude [49], caused by the spontaneous natural variations in
the time of the electrochemical process kinetics [55–61].
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The amplitudes of the EN oscillations are considered usually as an indicator for the
initiation and propagation of the localized pitting corrosion at the early stages, changes in
the morphology and composition of the layers formed on the surface, influenced by the
presence of chloride ions [54], among others. A larger amplitude of the electrochemical
current noise can be observed in the case of the AM60-AlN composite (Figure 5a), ascribed
to more accelerated corrosion kinetics, than that of AM60-alloy (Figure 5b). These facts
correlated well with those of the concentration of Mg2+ ions release (Figure 3b) and mass
loss (Figure 4a), in which values suggested that the AM60-AlN composite has suffered
more degradation than AM60 alloy during the immersion in the SME model solution.

The data analysis enabled to calculate the electrochemical noise resistance Rn val-
ues [49], considered as an equivalent to the values of polarization resistance (Rp) [55–61]:

Rn =
σE
σI

A (8)

where σE corresponds to the standard deviation of the potential, σI is the standard deviation
of the current and A is the area.

The change in time of Rn values is present in Table 2. It can be noted that the value
of AM60-AlN composite at 30 days was lower than that of AM60 alloy, suggesting that
the corrosion process of the nanocomposite occurs with less difficulty in the SME solution.
This fact collaborates well with the higher mass loss of the composite presented at 30 days
of immersion in SME solution (Figure 4).

Table 2. Electrochemical noise resistance (Rn) values of the nanocomposite AM60-AlN and AM60
alloy during their exposure up to 30 days to a simulated marine environment (SME).

Rn(kΩ cm2)

Days Initial 1 7 10 15 30

AM60-AlN 2.33 2.42 1.48 1.52 1.63 0.84
AM60 1.72 2.09 1.19 1.00 2.09 1.06

The traditional way to analyze the EN fluctuations has been to transform the time
records in the frequency domain, in order to obtain their power spectral density (PSD)
plots [59]. Figure 6 compares the PSD for the composite AM60-AlN and AM60 alloy, at
30 days of immersion in the simulated marine-coastal environment (SME model solution).
The decrease of the PDS slopes (−β exponent) indicated a release of spontaneous energy
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from the studied surfaces during their corrosion process. The obtained values of β exponent
(0.91 and 0.92) are similar and they could be a consequence of a weakly persistent corrosion
process, dominated by fractional Gaussian noise (fGn, −1 < β < 1) [50,51,62]. The localized
corrosion attacks on the studied alloy surfaces were confirmed by the SEM images.
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Figure 6. Power spectral density (PSD) plots of AM60-AlN (a) and AM60 (b) corrosion current
fluctuations at 30 days of exposure to a simulated marine environment solution.

3.4. Surface Characterization after Immersion in SME
3.4.1. SEM-EDS Analysis

After 30 days of exposure of AM60-AlN and AM60 to a simulated marine environment
(SME) (Figure 7), the layers of corrosion products were cracked (Figure 7a,b), facilitatating
the penetration of Cl− ions, with posterior release of the Mg2+ ions and the evolution of
H2. The fracture and eventual local detachment of the corrosion layer has been probably
favored by the H2 bubble pressure. Figure 7c,d present the surfaces of AM60-AlN and
AM60 alloy, after elimination of corrsion layers.

The Al-Mn intermetallic particles of the Mn-rich phase (zone 1) were observed on
the corroded surfaces (Figure 7a,b), confirmed by EDS analysis (Table 3), as well as also
after the elimination of the corrosion layers (Figure 7c,d). These particles are considered
as local efficient cathodes [63–66], accelerating in their vicinity the corrosion of the Mg-
matrix (active anodic area). The chloride ions of the SME solution can lead the Al-Mn to
an unstable phase, which corrodes forming Al(OH)3 with its posterior delamination [66].
Thus, it can be considered that to the Al content (zone 1, Table 3) contributed the corrosion
products of Al-Mn phase and nanoparticles of AlN (Equations (2)–(4)) at pH > 9. The high
Mg and oxygen contents (zones 2 and 3) were ascribed to the main corrosion product of
Mg(OH)2. The β-Mg17Al12 secondary phase was not observed, although its presence on
the reference sample surfaces was suggested by the SEM-EDS analysis (Figure 1). The
corrosion behavior of Mg and the Mg17Al12 secondary phase has been studied in 3.5%
NaCl solution and the results indicated that the corrosion rate of Mg was lower than that
of the β-Mg17Al12 phase; on the β-phase surface was observed deep corrosion pitting [62].

The cross-sectional SEM images are examples for the AM60-AlM composite (Figure 7e)
and AM60 alloy (Figure 7f), and present the depths of the localized corrosion attacks. On the
AM60-AlN surface, the maximum depth of penetration may consider as ≈246.4 µm, with
an average of ≈175.7 µm; on the AM60 alloy surface, the maximum depth is ≈178.0 µm,
with an average of ≈121.4 µm. The β-Mg17Al12 secondary phase should be considered as
surface locations of the corrosion pits [67].

3.4.2. XPS Spectra Analysis

As an auxiliary information to EDS element composition of the corrosion layers
(Table 3), XPS spectrum analysis was performed, based on the binding energies of O1s,
Mg2p and Al2p (Figure 8). The high signal of O1s peak at 531.6 eV was attributed to OH−,
assigned to Mg(OH)2, the main corrosion product and to Al(OH)3 corrosion product. The

lower signal of oxygen at 529.9 eV was associated with MgO
(

O2−
)

. The Mg2p high-
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resolution signal makes the contribution of MgO and [68–70]. The signal of Al2p suggested
the presence of Al(OH)3 corrosion product [71].
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Table 3. EDS analysis (wt.%) of nanocomposite AM60-AlN and AM60 surfaces (in zones labeled in
Figure 7), after immersion in SEM model solution up to 30 days.

Zone C O Na Mg Al Si S Cl Mn

1 2.75 21.86 - 7.64 22.17 0.55 - - 45.04
2 4.72 59.97 0.32 27.31 6.01 - 0.80 0.65 0.61
3 2.55 30.42 - 61.08 5.76 - 0.2 - -
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4. Conclusions

The corrosion progress of magnesium-aluminum AM60-AlN nanocomposite was
compared with that of AM60 alloy, after their immersion for up to 30 days in SME solution,
which simulated the marine-coastal environment. According to the SEM-EDS analysis, the
secondary phases of β-Mg17Al12 and Mn-rich intermetallic particles (AlMn) are present
on the Mg-matrix surface. The AlN nanoparticles are connected to Mn-rich intermetallic
particles (AlMn), forming clusters.

• The nanocomposite presented ≈15% decrease in the roughness, attributed to the
incorporation of the AlN nanoparticles that allowed the diminishing in grain size.

• During the immersion of the studied alloys, the initial pH value (7.94) of the SME
solution shifted to more alkaline values (>9), which lead to an instablity of the AlN,
followed by a slight rise in the Mg-matrix corrosion and release of Mg-ions over time,
influenced by the presence of Cl-ions in the SME solution.

• According to SEM-EDS and XPS analysis, the main corrosion products of the Mg-
matrix was Mg(OH)2, accompanied by MgO, as well as also by a low content of
Al(OH)3 corrosion product, attributed to the Al-Mn phase and AlN particles corrosion
at pH > 9, in the presence of chloride ions.

• The corrosion layers on the alloy surfaces showed cracks, which may favor the chloride
ion penetration to the Mg-matrix. After removal of the corrosion layers, the Al-Mn
intermetallic particles remained on the alloy surfaces and were considered as efficient
local cathodes, accelerating in their vicinity the corrosion attack of the Mg-matrix.

• The electrochemical noise resistance (Rn), as an equivalent to the polarization re-
sistance, showed that AM60-AlN nanocomposite value was lower at 30 days than
that of AM60 alloy, which in fact suggested that the progress in the corrosion of the
nanocomposite occurred with less difficulty.

• The corrosion current fluctuations were classified as electrochemical noise (EN) and
their power spectral density (PSD) plots, −β exponent values, suggested that the
corrosion process is weakly persistent localized, dominated by fractional Gaussian
noise (fGn).

• Cross-sectional SEM images revealed higher depths of localized corrosion attacks
on the AM60-AlN nanocomposite surface. The β-Mg17Al12 secondary phase was
considered as surface locations for corrosion pits.

• The results of this study suggest that the surfaces of the studied alloys will need a
posterior treatment and/or application of protective coatings to improve the corrosion
resistance in the presence of chloride ions, which are characteristics of the marine-
coastal environment.
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